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What’s behind BC’s low inflation rate?
What is the CPI?
The Consumer Price Index (CPI) is a composite
measure of price changes for a typical basket of
goods and services purchased by households.
Prices are collected for more than 600 different
types of goods and services, ranging from ground
beef to haircuts and property taxes. A price index
for each commodity is calculated by comparing
the current price to the price in the base year
(1992). Data on average family expenditures ob-
tained from the Family Expenditure Survey
(FAMEX) is then used to weight the indices. The
weighted average of price changes for a wide va-
riety of goods and services becomes the overall
(or all items) CPI for the province. For example, if
a typical family in British Columbia spends 2% of
their budget on electricity, then the price index for
electricity will be given a weight of 2% in the all
items CPI.

The eight major consumption categories in the
CPI are (in decreasing order of importance):
shelter; transportation; food; recreation, education
and reading; household operations and furnish-
ings; clothing and footwear; health and personal
care; and alcoholic beverages and tobacco. Shel-
ter, transportation and food together account for
almost two-thirds of household expenditures in
British Columbia. The two major categories of rec-
reation, education and reading and household op-
erations and furnishings each comprise about
10% of the total.

The inflation rate, as measured by changes in the
value of the CPI, is closely monitored, not only be-
cause the CPI is often used to index pensions, tax
brackets and, under some collective agreements,
wages, but because the rate of inflation has a di-
rect effect on the economic well-being of individu-
als. When the overall price level increases, indi-
viduals living on fixed incomes must compensate
for higher prices by cutting back their spending on
discretionary goods. Those who are in the
workforce may seek to negotiate contracts with
commensurate increases in their wages, which

can add to inflationary pressures in the economy.
Conversely, when the inflation rate is low, or if
prices are declining (i.e., there is deflation), the
consumer’s dollar stretches further.

What’s been happening to BC’s inflation
rate?
BC’s inflation rate shows some interesting trends
over time. At the beginning of the decade, British
Columbia’s year-over-year inflation rate (as meas-
ured by the change in the CPI) was above the Ca-
nadian average. When the Canadian inflation rate
began to decline in the mid-1990s, BC’s followed
suit.

BC’s inflation rate has been lower than
Canada’s since 1996
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However, during the last two years, BC’s overall
inflation rate has fallen well below the Canadian
rate and it appears unlikely that this will change in
the near future. Inflation in the province has been
hovering around the 0.4% mark in recent months,
and has remained at or below one percent since
June of 1996. British Columbia’s inflation rate last
year (0.7%) was lower than in any other province,
and less than half the national rate (1.6%).
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Price level increases in BC have re-
mained low during 1998
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This ought to be good news for consumers, as it
suggests that prices of goods and services bought
in BC not increasing much or in some cases, may
actually be declining. They can expect to benefit
from relatively little change in the cost of the goods
and services they buy. But when they observe that
some goods and services are becoming more ex-
pensive, they may find it difficult to believe that the
statistics are accurate.

An examination of the factors underlying the
change in BC’s CPI over time may help shed
some light on this apparent conundrum. When the
CPI is broken down into its component parts, it
becomes clear that prices for some commodities
have continued to increase at rates equal to or
higher than the national average. For example,
since 1992 food prices in BC have risen more than
in the rest of Canada, and recent price level in-
creases for this commodity have been at or above
the national average. Food accounts for almost
20% of consumer spending in the province.

The cost of food and household opera-
tions has increased more in BC than in
the country as a whole
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Household operations & furnishings
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Residents of British Columbia have seen the cost
of maintaining a household–household chemicals,
linens, furniture, utensils, supplies, and communi-
cation services–increase considerably more than
in the rest of the country. Since the beginning of
the year, average prices for this group of com-
modities have increased at about double the na-
tional rate. The same is true in the case of cloth-
ing, where prices in the province have continued
to rise considerably more than in other parts of the
country.
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Clothing prices in the province have also
risen at above-average rates

Clothing and footwear
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Why is BC’s inflation rate so low?
So why is BC’s inflation rate so low? The an-
swer to this question lies in recent trends in
shelter costs (owned and rented housing plus
water, fuel and electricity), which account for
about a quarter of consumer spending. Shelter
costs in the province have been declining steadily
during the last few years, as house prices have
fallen and mortgage interest rates have de-
creased. This has exerted enough downward
pressure on the CPI to almost entirely compen-
sate for increases in prices for other commodities.

When shelter costs are eliminated from the
overall index, this effect can be clearly seen.
The price index excluding shelter costs has
increased about as much in BC as in the rest of
the country.

Canadians in other provinces have also bene-
fitted from declining interest rates and in some
cases from lower house prices, but the overall
effect has not been as dramatic in the rest of
the country. Shelter costs in BC are currently
almost two percent lower than in 1992, while
they have risen at an average rate of just under
four percent in the country as a whole. Moreo-
ver, Canadian shelter prices appear to be stabi-
lizing, whereas in BC they are continuing to fall.

Prices for most commodities in BC have
risen as much as in the rest of Canada

All items excluding shelter
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Mortgage interest costs for homeowners are
similar in all parts of the country, at least insofar
as interest rates are concerned. Where there
are differences, they are more likely to be due
to the amount of mortgage debt incurred by the
average homeowner. Homeowners in BC are
likely to have a higher debt load than those who
purchase homes in areas where prices are
lower.

Homeowners have seen reduced costs

Owned accommodation
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The cost of rental housing has continued
to rise, but at a slower rate than in the
early 1990s

Rented accommodation
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Although individuals renewing their mortgages or
purchasing homes have been feeling the effect of
lower prices for some time, this has not translated
into reduced costs for renters. Prices for rented
accommodation in the province have continued to
increase, but at rates well below those seen at the
beginning of the decade.

Average house prices in BC have
levelled off since 1995…
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During the late 1980s, residential housing prices
in British Columbia were very close to the
national average. However, population inflows
at the beginning of this decade, as well as some

other factors, exerted upward pressure on the
cost of housing and BC prices began to climb at
a time when house prices in the rest of the
country were more stable. Despite the recent
downturn in the housing market, homeowners in
the province currently pay about a third more for
existing housing than the average Canadian
does. Average house prices in BC are still the
the highest in the country.

…but they are still the highest in the
country
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The recent downturn in house prices may sim-
ply reflect a market correction to the overheated
housing market of the early 1990s. Evidence
that the market has softened can be found in
the steady decline in the price received by con-
tractors for new homes built in BC’s two largest
cities. In the rest of the country, new house
prices have seen relatively little change during
the 1990s.

Indications are that the housing market in the
province is likely to remain soft, and there is no
reason to expect that the deterioration in
housing prices will end soon. If house prices
continue to decline and mortgage rates remain
low, the cost of housing can be expected to
continue to exert downward pressure on the
province’s overall price level. This means that
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BC’s low inflation rate is likely to persist, and it
is even possible that the province could be
headed toward a deflationary period.

New house prices continue to fall
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Historically, periods of deflation (or decline in
the overall price level) have been associated
with economic turmoil. For example, Canada
has experienced ongoing deflation in only two
periods during the 1900s: the recession in the
1920s and the great depression of the 1930s,
although there have been some brief periods in
the years since then where the overall price
level has declined.

In the current situation, where the slow growth,
or possible future decline, in the province’s CPI
is almost entirely attributable to falling housing
costs, a deflationary period may not spell doom
and gloom at all. Housing costs in BC have
been out of synch with the rest of the country
for some time, and price increases earlier in the
decade have put homeownership beyond the
reach of many British Columbians. According to
the 1996 Census, one in three BC households
(owners and renters) have housing affordability
problems. If house prices continue to move
down to a level closer to that in the rest of the
country, these problems are likely to be allevi-
ated for many British Columbians.


